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The possibility of an indirect study of longitudinal gauge boson scattering and its relevance to new physics in the TeV 
region is analyzed. 
In recent years the characteristic features of the scalar Higgs sector of the standard model have been extensive- 
ly investigated with particular emphasis to the case where the Higgs mass is very large. The first step in this direc- 
tion goes back to the work of Veltman (and also Linde) [1] who pointed out the unnaturalness of the cosmologi- 
cal constant in relation to spontaneous symmetry breaking, therefore suggesting to investigate the possibility that 
the Higgs be made very heavy and removed from the theory [2]. As a consequence of this limit we are entering a 
strong coupling regime of weak interactions. As we well know the limit m H ~ co of the standard model becomes 
the massive Yang-Mills lagrangian, which gives raise to infinities. We can regard the Higgs mass as a regulator cut- 
off and inquire on the range of validity of the theory. However, it turns out that there are no observable correc- 
tions at the one-loop level, the so called "screening theorem" [2,3]. Another approach to the large-m H limit is 
the inverse unitarity limit [4]. If  a relatively light Higgs particle is not found vector boson scattering cannot be 
described by perturbation theory at energies above the 1-2  TeV region. The need for measurements of WW scat- 
tering above 1 TeV and their relation to the Higgs system was first emphasized by Veltman, and Lee, Quigg and 
Thacker [2,5] and more recently by the Berkeley group, Chanowitz, Gaillard, Calm and Dawson [6]. We mention 
that Appelquist and Bjorken [7] also suggested among other possibilities that vector bosons show strong interac- 
tions with each other and with a new family of particles, the "sthenons". 
In this letter we concentrate on WW scattering at very high energies. The corresponding measurements can be 
used to derive information on the Higgs mass and even more important they open a window on the new physics 
we are expecting if indeed there is no such a thing as a Higgs particle. In particular we have in mind the growth of 
partial-wave amplitudes as well as the possible formation of resonances in the WW channel when weak interac- 
tions enter a strong regime. More precisely the question we reexamine is the following. Is there any possibility of 
measuring the WW cross section by using the next generation of experimental facilities? 
As pointed out by the Berkeley group [6] the most promising source of longitudinally polarized vector bosons 
is their bremsstrahlung from fast beams of standard weak coupling particles. Therefore we use the idea of ref. [6] 
with an alternative approach and a somewhat different perspective. We are not looking for the predictions of any 
particular model and we are not even assuming the existence of the Higgs boson. Our concern is to link the WW cross 
section to something that hopefully will be measurable in a near future. The idea behind our approach can be 
traced to a similar situation in lr-n physics. As suggested long time ago the lr-lr scattering cross section can be in- 
vestigated by extrapolating the result of the n-nucleon collision, namely 7r + p ~ N + n + lr [8]. In this way, for in 
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stance, it was possible to show a marked resonance in the 7r-rr cross section from the n-nucleon data extrapolated 
2 In the same spirit we put emphasis on a relation valid at very high energies between the at (qN - qp)2 __. - m ~ .  
longitudinal WW cross section and the invariant WW mass distribution in {£ - +  ~£WLW L . The final result will be 
the consequence of an approximation equivalent to the one used in ref. [6] which is expected to be good typical- 
ly to 10-15%. 
The process we consider is e+e - ~ ~£VV (£ = e, v; V = W, Z 0) and the situation we have in mind is that of a hy- 
pothetical multi-TeV e+e - collider. We choose to describe an e+e-  experiment instead of a pp (or p~) experi- 
ment largely because of the presence of QCD background in the latter, which may contain also many-body par. 
ton interactions. However, there is nothing peculiar to e+e - and should flavour identification be much better in 
the future we could use the same results with few obvious changes for pp ~ VVX at a multi-TeV collider. In our 
calculation we assume that only the diagram of double W-bremsstrahlung gives a contribution therefore neglecting 
e+e - annihilation background, which is justifiable in the region of interest X/s-~> 10 TeV andM(VV) = 1 -2  TeV. 
In the following we compute the cross section to produce a pair of gauge bosons accompanying a pair of ferm- 
ions starting from the Feynman rules relative to a diagram of double bremsstrahlung without any reference to the 
folding procedure of  ref. [6] and without assuming real vector bosons in the intermediate states. Our result will 
agree with the luminosity distributions of the Berkeley group. 
To study e+(p+) + e -  (p_) ~ ~(q+) + £(q_) + V(kl )  + V(k2) we introduce L~, the amplitude for £60±) 
£'(q±) + v(p± - q±): 
L u = -7(p+) 7u(a + + b+^/5) v(q+), L~  = fi(q+) "},u(a_ + b 3 ,5) u(p_) . 
Let also Vuv,~ ¢ be the amplitude for V1V 2 ~ V3V 4 . The total amplitude is 
A(Ol, o2) = _gZL~AUa (K1) LvAV#(K2) Vow06 he 8 (k 1 , Ol) e~'(k2, o2),  
with K1,2 = P+- - q± and AUV(Ki) = (6uv + K~K~]M2)/(K 2 + M2). M is the V mass and o i denotes the polariza- 
tion of the ith outgoing vector boson, eU(k, o) is the corresponding wave function k'e(k ,  o) = 0. The cross sec- 
tion will be 
o(e+e - ~ V V ) =  1 f d P S  ~ [AI 2 .  
(2rr)88s ~-spins 
Introducing vectors K 1 ,K 2 and Q = k 1 + k2, the phase space integral is conveniently written as 
foPs = f dq÷dq_ d4Q f d 4 K  1 d 4 K 2 ~ 4  (p  + - q+  - K 1 ) b 4 ( p _  _ q _  _ K 2  ) ~ 4 ( Q  _ k l  _ k2 ) 
× dk264(Kl +K2 - k l  - k2 ) ,  
where f dp = f d4p 0 (p) 6 (p2 + m2). The crucial step in our procedure is to replace 
5uv+-~2 K u K v ~ x  eu(K,~,)e:(K,X) ( / ( 2 > 0 ) .  
This replacement is correct only for momenta on-mass-shell K 2 = - M  2 . However, terms proportional to 
KiuKiv (i = 1,2) give contributions to the cross section of order m 2 and therefore the substitution is correct 
since we are neglecting lepton masses. Notice that this does not imply that only transverse vector bosons give 
a contribution when fermions are taken to be massless. Indeed e[ = KU/M only for K -+ oo. Next we write 
L±(~) = LueU(gi, Xi), V(3,1X2o 1 o2) = e*u(K 1 , Xl) e; (K 2, X2) VUU~t~e~,(k 1 , o 1) etj(k 2 , 02),  
thus 
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_ g4_~_ 1 ~ ~ f d P S [ L + ( X a ) ] , L + ( X i ) [ L _ ( X 4 ) ] , L - ( ~ 2 )  
o(e+e - ~ ££VV) (2,08 8S ~-spins h 1...h 4 
X V* (X 3 ~k 4 o i 02) V(k 1 k 2 ff 102) • 
The cross section is the sum of  three terms o = e L + o T + OLT where o L has all the ~/corresponding to longitu- 
dinal polarizations and similarly o T contains transverse polarizations while OLT gives the interference. Consider 
now the brernsstrahlung of  a virtual vector boson from a massless fermion line, £(p) -* £ ' ( p )  + V(k).  The corre- 
sponding amplitude is proportional to p .  e (k) and we can easily derive that both I P" e L (k) l 2 and IP" e l  (k) l 2 are 
O(k 2) f o r k  2 = 09 _ p ')2 ~ 0 leading to a suppression in the forward region.To see it explicitly we introduce the 
following longitudinal polarization vectors (continued to K 2 > 0) [9] : 
eL(K1) = - N I ( K  1 "K2Klu  - K 2 K 2 # ) ,  euL(K2) = - N 2 ( K  1 "K2K2u - K22KIu) , 
where N/-2 = K ?  [K 2 K2 - (K 1 • K2)2] .  From these expressions we explicitly see that e k (K1) cc K1 u only for 
K 1 "K 2 v e 0 and K ]  = 0. The above relations reduce to the more familiar ones in the KI ' ,K  2 CM system. The 
whole result becomes more transparent by using our covariant formalism. For this reason we also construct 
transverse polarization vectors. According to ref. [9] we first introduce 
nu(K1) =nleuvat3p~.K~K~, _ v a # nt,(K2) - n2euva#P_K2K 1 , 
with ni  -2 = 2K l .K 2 p+-K 1 p+ .K 2 - K 2 (p+ -K2) 2 - K2 (p÷-KI )2  and similarly for n 2 . Next we define 
n' u (K i) = (_K2)-1 /2  euva3 n v (Ki) e~ (Ki) K~ i • 
Transverse polarization vectors (K i off-mass-shell) are thus given by 
e~v (K i, -+) = (1 /V~)[nv(K i) :: n'v (Ki) ] . 
The lepton part o f  the cross section is 
£L, + I = 4(a2 + b2)[21p+'eL, l (K1)12 - P+ 'q+]  
Using the previous results we get 
£L + = 4(a2 + b2)p+ 'q+{a /k (#2 '  2p+ 'q+ ,  2p_ .q_ ) [~ / l  2 + 2 p + . p _  - p+.q+ - p _ ' q _  - 2 p + ' q _ ]  2 - 1} ,  
and 
£~-+ - 4(a 2 + b2+)p+.q+{4/kOa 2, 2p+-q+,  2 p _ ' q _ ) [ ( p + . p _  - p+-q_)(gt  2 - 2p+ 'q+  - 2 p _ - q _ )  
+ 2p+-q+ p _ . q _  + 2 (p+ 'p_  - p+'q_)2]  _ 1 } ,  
where (k 1 + k2)2 = -/a 2 is the W invariant mass and similar expressions with + and - subscripts interchanged 
hold for £ - .  In the above equations k denotes the Kallen-function. 
Both £~ and £~  as well as the corresponding transverse terms are suppressed in the forward region by the fac- 
tors p+.q+ and p _  . q .  However, the longitudinal vector bosons have a chance to give the leading contribution 
to the cross section as their K 2 -+ 0. For instance if the VV scattering amplitude Vuw # contains a factor Stay, as 
in the case of  an intermediate Higgs exchange, then o L will be also proportional to 
[eL (K1) .eL  (K2)[2 = (KI .K2)2 /K2K2 = ~(g2 + K2 +K2)22/K1K2.22 
A similar situation is not present for transverse vector bosons. As we have checked using their explicit expressions 
2 2 _. 0. The same considerations apply for the interference terms. There- l e± (K 1 )" e.t (K 2 )12 remains finite as K1,  K 
fore in the region M 2 ,~/a 2 .< s where the cross section peaks at small angles due to the propagator factors 
(K/2 + M2) - 2 ,  o L dominates. This defines the approximation; only longitudinal intermediate vector bosons con- 
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tribute and moreover they are taken to be virtual (K 2 > 0) when produced by ferrrdon lines and real (K 2 = - M  2 
"~ s) when rescattered. To achieve this and to insure the proper behavior at small angles we replace the incoming 
wave functions in W scattering by (M2/K2) 1/2 X wavefunction computed on-mass-shell. At very high energies 
masses become less and less important and in the forward region where the cross section peaks we may identify 
virtual with real vector bosons (both with K 2 ~ 0). In computing t/L we replace V*V with V = IV L 12 which is a 
function of  the invariant mass #2 and of  the momentum transfer t = - ( K  1 - k l )2 .  Therefore going to the 
K1K 2 CM system we get 
dk264 (K1 + K2 - k l - k2)  8 (g2 + (k 1 + k2) 2) 6 (t + (K 1 + k 1))2 V = ~-(rr/# 2) 6 (Q2 + #2) V(#2, t ) ,  
where once more we have neglected masses. Finally we fix the outgoing polarizations to be longitudinal. Even if 
there are not measurable we are expecting a strong signal only from VLV L scattering. Collecting the results we 
obtain 
8._.~2 o (e+e__+~£VLVL)_  a2A+A- M 4 f d4Q~+~_a(Q2 ,ua)a4(~]p -~ q_O)~C vOa2,0 
0/Z 2 at 16n 5 sin40 w s #2 ' 
where A± = (a 2 + b 2) and £ denotes collectively the leptonic contribution. The vector Q is timelike with positive 
time component  and we can replace d4Q 6 (Q2 + p2) with dQ = d4Q 0 (Q) 6 (Q2 + #2). The phase space is reduced 
to a three-body problem which we evaluate in the p+, p_  CM system with p _  along the positive z-axis, q_  in the 
x-z plane and 0 _,  zr--0+ being the q _ ,  q+ polar angles. The Q-integration is performed by using the last 6-func- 
tion and Q2 = _#2 evaluated at 0+ = 0 _ = 0 gives the relation 
E ,  = ½(s - U 2 - 2 V g e _ ) / ( V T - -  Z e ) ,  0- -<e_ ,< 0 / 2 V T ) ( s  - # 2 ) ,  
where E_+ are the q ,  time components.  Proceeding in the approximation scheme we set 0+ = 0_  = 0 everywhere 
but in the two propagator factors. In this way the integrations over 0+, 0_ and E can be done exactly. 
~___~2 o(e+e_ +~J~VLVL) - ct2A+A_ #2 V(#2,t) fmax F(E) dE 
a/~20t 167r2sin4°w s2 16rr#4 0 x [ S - - z E  ' 
F(E)  = [ (4/#4)(1# 2 - s + 2x/sE)  2 - 11 { [(%/~-+ 2E)/(X/}--- 2E)12 - 1} .  
The last step is to recognize in V(# 2, t)/16rr# 4 the expression for dO(VLV L -+ VLVL)/dt  computed at the center 
of  mass energy #. Integrating over t we obtain 
/22 do(e+e - -~ ~VLVL) /d#2  = (ct2A+A_/2zr 2 sin4Ow)f(I.t2/s ) O(VLV L + VLVL) , 
where f(x) = (1 + x)  ln(1/x) - 2(1 - x) is essentially the luminosity factor of  ref. [6]. The scattered leptons will 
be in the forward region and therefore it will not be possible to distinguish between electrons and neutrinos. By 
measuring the W+W - and Z°Z 0 (or even the exotic channels WZ) invariant mass distributions we can study com- 
binations of  cross sections as a function of  their center of  mass energy #. For instance 
#2 do(e+e - ~ XW~W~)/d#2 = (ot2/32rr2 sin40w ) f(#2/s ) [h(Ow) o ( z O z  O - ,  W~W{~) + o(W~W~ ~ W~W~)] ,  
h(0w) = (1/16 cos40w) [(4 sin20w - 1) 2 + 1] 2 . 
In conclusion, following the idea introduced by the Berkeley group we have verified the existence of  a relation 
between certain combinations of  cross sections for longitudinal vector boson scattering and distributions which 
hopefully will be measurable in a near future. In general we are expecting a quite low statistics but at the same 
time we are waiting for some spectacular effect coming from the short-range strong part of  the Yang-Mills force 
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between massive vector bosons. For this reason the invariant mass distributions are the relevant objects to study.  
I f  we use a partial-wave expansion for VLV L scattering we can in principle infer the behavior of  lai(p2)l 2 in a 
region o f p  around 1 - 2  TeV thereby opening an indirect window on the dynamics o f  the strongly interacting 
Higgs sector and on its consequences, o f  which the most appealing is the formation of  bound states of  gauge 
bosons. I t  is perhaps worthwhile to mention at this point that double bremsstrahlung Of WL'S as mechanism of  
production for vector boson bound states (called S and V) has been advocated and debated in the past [ i 0 ] .  
I wish to express my gratitude to M. Veltman for the hospitali ty at the University of  Michigan. This work was 
supported in part by the US Department  of  Energy. 
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